JUNIOR WEEK TRADITION ABOLISHED

Smokers, Dances Occupy Dorm Men

Most Dorm Men Show Preference For Social Activities

(Continued from Page 4)

that making life uncomfortable for others. Living in the dormitories is a serious business three days.

The Dorm Smoker is usually the first wreck of the season. At this point opportunity is given all the boys to become acquainted, and it is a fact that the Dorm Smoker is the most popular with the dormitories.

The staff is usually made up of friendly students who attend. A third dorm dance has been announced to take place next week, and this latter concert was some thing of a novelty to Club members as they were entertained by the girls at a dinner before the program began. This is very unusual indeed, and the Clubs were duly appreciative.

The schedule for the coming term is not yet complete, but there are several events already known, and more will probably be added at a later date.

Pop Concert Soon

The annual Pop Concert is to be held in the Main Dining Room at Walker on Friday, March 22. The plans for this year will undoubtedly be as successful as past years. In general it is felt that the present year will have more events, and that the concert will be held in the Hotel Statler on Friday, April 26. It is expected that the latter concert will be more successful than last year. All members of the clubs will be invited to this concert, and it is hoped that both those taken in the homes which were unenrolled last year.
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